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USPA NEWS - 'ATLAS OBSCURA - 650 LIEUX Ã‰TRANGES & MERVEILLEUX Ã€ EXPLORER' (An Explorer's Guide to the
World's Hidden Wonders) by Joshua FOER, Dylan THURAS, Ella MORTON. This Book is the French Version of the original one
published in 2016....

'ATLAS OBSCURA - 650 LIEUX Ã‰TRANGES & MERVEILLEUX Ã€ EXPLORER' (An Explorer's Guide to the World's Hidden
Wonders) by Joshua FOER, Dylan THURAS, Ella MORTON. This Book is the French Version of the original one published in 2016.
The Book is divided into Areas such as Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceania, Canada, United states of America, Latin America and Antarctic.
Each chapter being itself divided into Countries or Cities. The locations described are not automatically tourist destinations, some are
very isolated or so deep inside the Country that you would never suspect them to exist... This Book is the result of years of research,
the help of explorers, contributors, collective users...

Joshua FOER is a Freelance Journalist with a primary focus on Hard Sciences. He was the 2006 U.S.A. Memory Champion, which
was described in his 2011 book, 'Moonwalking with Einstein' (The Art and Science of Remembering Everything). In 2009, he teamed
up with Dylan THURAS to create an Online Resource for people who know that the smallest Museum in Town is usually the
best“”especially if it's only open on Tuesdays. Dylan's pursuit of the unusual began as a teenager exploring abandoned buildings in the
mid-west and eventually took him and his wife Michelle to Budapest for a year, to exploring Eastern Europe's obscure and wondrous
locales.

After that, for both of them, their next big project was creating a way for curious travelers to find the Hidden Wonders of the World and
the ATLAS OBSCURA was born. Ella MORTON is ATLAS OBSCURA's Senior Editor and co-wrote the Book. Field Agents are the on-
the-ground core of the OBSCURA SOCIETY scheming to come up with local adventures and working to make them happen.
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